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Sheffield Hallam University 

Courses:-  
nursing and allied health 
teacher training 
business studies 
hospitality, tourism, sport 
humanities, social studies 
film studies, journalism 
engineering, computing 

Community:- 
38,000 students 
1,200 teaching staff 



AV Resources 

DVDs, VHS, CDs and audio cassettes 
39,500 

shuplayer 
9,500 video and audio on demand resources 
(off-air recordings and SHU created content) 

shimmer 
24,000 digital images  



How do we promote these resources? 



Resource discoverability 
AV resources are catalogued and retrieved via the 

library discovery system 
 



Library Gateway (information and advice) 



Face to Face  

ctions, information literacy 
Help desk 
 

 

 
Students 
 - library inductions, information literacy 
 - help desk 
 

Teaching staff 
 - faculty events 
 - one to one meetings 



Other channels of communication 

Everyone 
 - postcards 
 - digital signage in the learning centres 
 - targeted emails 

•  key teaching staff 
•  indvidual users 

Staff 
 - SLS News (quarterly glossy print) 
 - e view (monthly online) 
 - learning centre services; introduction for new staff 
 - blogs (faculty specific) 

 



Are they being used? 
Hard copies 
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Are they being used? 
video and audio on demand 
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Are they being used? 
digital images 
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Student media survey, March 2012 
 •  surveyed 111 students in libraries and cafe/social spaces 

  

•  half had used av resources in University work, many of 
those had chosen to use YouTube 

 

•  when shown screen shots of how to access av resources 
via Library Gateway and shuplayer, most said it was the 
first time they had seen them 

•  two students had used Library Search to find av resources, 
both had accessed shuplayer 

•  generally they were concerned about the credibility of av 
resources as academic sources and were also unsure 
about how to reference them 



Issues 

 

 

teaching staff are key 

technical reliability 

information overload v value of using all 
possible channels of communication 

limited time in student inductions 


